
‘Why Are You Cast Down, O My Soul?’    Ps. 42, 43 

Introduction:  Depression is epidemic.  The fast pace of life, the breakdown of traditional values, the 

uncertainty of life along with its many disappointments, the business lockdowns, the constant beating of 

the fear drums by our godless society, the staying at home and not really living life, are all taking their 

toll on us as we deal with losses of so many kinds.  We have created our own great depression. 

     

I. Depression: what is it? 

   A. I want to spend most of my time in the Scriptures, but I felt before I do, let me share some basic 

things I learned about this actually very important issue and big problem of our times.  It’s been said that 

__________ is one of our most complicated emotions and yet one of the most common. Some have even 

called depression the ‘common cold’ of the emotions.  It is a feeling of sad or gloom or helplessness that 

is accompanied by a slowing down of the body.    Many Christians have had bad bouts of depression, 

some throughout their lifetimes.      eg.  Charles Spurgeon,  Elijah 

 

   B. There are three major kinds of depression. The first is caused by a physical or biological problem.   

For too long, too many Christians have had the idea that if you are depressed, just pray and snap out of 

it.   If your depression is of this kind, you are completely unable to just snap out of it. 

 

   C . Another kind of depression is caused by things outside of us. It is how we react to some kind of 

loss. It may a loss of a friend, a job, a spouse, of health, a failure of some kind, almost anything.  We 

grieve the loss.  We get the blues or discouraged.  Depression is like a warning light, like a ‘check 

engine’ light on a car. It doesn’t tell you what is wrong but it lets you know something is off kilter.   

 

   D. A third kind is called neurotic depressions. This is where we react to the stresses and anxieties of 

life that have been going on for a long time and we’re not responding well. We might not deal properly 

like with the death of someone close, so we develop unhealthy lifestyles, attitudes and perspectives.   

 

II. Psalm 42,43 

   A. What’s going on here?  The heading says this was a maskil of the sons of Korah. The sons of Korah 

were a group of priests who were in charge of worship in the temple, especially with the music. So this 

was a song to be sung in public worship.  ________ are meant to give words to and to express emotions 

and thoughts.   God gave us emotions and they are incredibly important.   But as James Dobson used to 

say: ‘emotions make great servants, but terrible masters.’  

 

   B. It also says this is a maskil. We just don’t know for sure what that word means. The root of the 

word means to ‘make someone wise or to instruct.’ So, when applied to psalms, it may mean a song that 

is meant to instruct.   So, this psalm is meant to be sung in worship and is meant to instruct.  

 

  C. So, what is going on here, in this psalm?  For some reason, his circumstances are not good. Things 

are not going his way.  His enemies keep taunting him by saying: where is your God?  In vs. 10, he says 

it is like a deadly wound.  And they keep doing this all day long; it’s not just a one-time thing.   

   Thus, something is happening to him that causes them to say: where is your God?   It looks to others 

that God has abandoned him.   He doesn’t love you anymore.  He doesn’t even answer your prayers.        

His inner condition is full of turmoil; he is depressed, for sure.    Repeatedly he describes himself as cast 

down.   He says in vs. 3, he has tears, day and night.   Vs. 7 says it feels like he is drowning.        

  We don’t know what exactly is causing all this ______ in his life.  It is probably good that we don’t 

know, this way then we can apply these psalms to any situation in our life that causes us pain.     

 

III. Seven practical applications from Ps. 42 and 43 


